Cost Effectiveness
In the current scenario of international medicine where the cost of medical
treatment is skyrocketing in the U.S and Europe, Malaysia's healthcare service
comes as a relief to patients all over the world. With highly specialized hospitals
and medical faculties trained in some of the most esteemed medical institutions
in the world, Malaysia confidently claims of a medical care that supersedes in
quality and affordability.
Malaysian healthcare is specialized in all medical disciplines and performs some
of the most difficult treatments in the world. The cost of treatment is 14 times
cheaper than the U.S and a whooping 45% lower than the neighboring
Singapore. The patients are also not subjected to the hassles of long waiting
lists.
Cosmetic surgeries like rhinoplasty which are very common in the U.S costs the
patient around 5000-6000$(USD) while in Malaysia the same would come up to
only 600-1400$(USD). The disparity is proof of the cost-effective nature of
Malaysian procedures, thereby boosting the inflow of tourists from all over the
world, especially from the Western countries. Dentistry is another category that
comprises of expensive treatments that are not generally covered by medical
insurance in the U.S. For e.g. imagine the burden of a dental bill as huge as
$2170 in the case of a complete upper and lower denture in U.S. Without
insurance, it seems like a luxury one cannot afford. However in Malaysia the
same would cost you only $530, merely 25% of that in U.S, permitting you to
take advantage of a vacation alongside, a luxury that's does not seem so
extravagant after all.
This leaves scope for incorporating a suitable vacation considering the amount of
money saved and the tourism possibilities in a rich country like Malaysia. And
what's more you still spend only lesser than what you would have, in order to
undergo the medical treatment alone in the U.S or U.K.
Malaysia has therefore come out with special healthcare packages that
incorporate a complete tour itinerary comprising of the treatment and holiday
plan, transport, tour assistance as well as hotel accommodation, for those who
would like to take advantage of their visit to Malaysia. The packages prices are a
true steal considering the money and time saved having chosen Malaysia as your
treatment destination. For those who like to plan their own holidays, we offer
options for choosing your holiday type through our services, to create your very
own customized treatment cum holiday package (subject to the approval by the
treatment physician in Malaysia).

